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THE LOCKDOWN DIARIES
It’s the 33rd day of lockdown.

In this week’s Lockdown Diaries we are looking at:

As the world rapidly changes around us we see
people in the UK pivoting their behaviours, shifting
their attitudes and switching their intentions. It’s
essential that we stay on top of these changes.

1.
2.

At MediaCom we have launched the Lockdown
Diaries. Each week we will be tracking and
digesting key industry research to identify the
Covid-19 trends that are most pertinent to your
business.

Please get in touch with questions and ideas

We will also be getting into the homes of your
audiences using Real World Britain, our
ethnographic research tool powered by mobile
and video

3.
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HOW ARE
PEOPLE
FEELING?

We have been
feeling more bored
and frustrated since
the start of
lockdown
YouGov’s weekly mood tracker shows
that levels of boredom and frustration
are still elevated and are rising as the
lockdown continues to curtail people’s
daily lives
18-24s are feeling more bored and
frustrated than older age groups
There is an opportunity for brands to
alleviate the boredom and frustration of
lockdown
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There is a slight shift
in the national mood
The nation’s levels of happiness and
contentment are starting to bounce back
after big dips – although these moods
are still below bored and frustrated.

YouGov Weekly Mood Tracker
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It’s important to recognise the emotional
turmoil that has been caused by COVID19 and by lockdown living
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The emotional response to the crisis is not
homogenous and is not fixed. People are
responding in different ways depending
on their individual circumstances.
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23/03/20 –
UK Lockdown

50%

Meanwhile people are starting to feel
less sad, stressed and scared than in
previous weeks

Brands can acknowledge this by
identifying different audience need
states that comms can address
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Optimistic

People are having
weird dreams

People have reported an increased number of vivid and
unusual dreams since the start of the pandemic. Dreams
are a way that people often process intense and
negative emotions.

According to an ongoing study the Lyon Neuroscience
Research Centre in France initiated in March, the
coronavirus pandemic has caused a 35 percent
increase in dream recall among participants, with
respondents reporting 15 percent more negative dreams
than usual

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/2020/04/
coronavirus-pandemic-is-giving-people-vivid-unusualdreams-here-is-why/
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Most people still feel
that the worst is yet
to come
However this number is declining, and
the number of people who feel that the
worst has passed has increased
significantly in the last week

Regarding the situation of Coronavirus in the UK and the way it is going to change in the coming month,
which of the following best describes your opinion? (%)
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Source: BVA BDRC / Alligator

It’s important to
recognise that
people’s emotional
needs are complex
at the moment
This presents an interesting opportunity
for comms to tap into.
The latest Kantar Global COVID-19
Barometer shows that only 11% of people
don’t agree that brands should talk
about themselves in a carefree and light
way, so there is definitely an opportunity
for brands to use a different tone, albeit
one that is sensitive to the current
situation.
What emotional needs can your brand
and comms meet in order stand out and
be relevant to people at this time?
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A video montage, shared by Mark Ritson, has highlighted a lack of
differentiation amongst Covid campaigns in the US as they all seek to
provide reassurance

THE
LOCK-IN:
HOW BRANDS
CAN HELP
GIVE PEOPLE
‘LITTLE LIFTS’

We can’t get to a pub to discuss the state of
the nation over a choice beverage.
So instead we’re gathering our MediaCom
experts in our virtual ‘Lock In’ to debate the key
trends defining the post Covid-19 landscape.
This week we’ve invited our experts to discuss
how brands can help give people little lifts and
moments of positivity during this health crisis.
Dan Wood, Joint Head of MBA, Lindsey Jordan
– Joint Head of CID and Katy Taylor, Head of UK
SEO and Performance Content to discuss what
is bringing them little lifts throughout the day,
how brands can help in spreading positivity,
and ensuring that people can find your
content.

For more information on any of the topics discussed, do
please get in contact with our experts directly

Claire: We’re seeing a real surge in
people looking for moments of
positivity during this health crisis. Is
there anything that has surprised you
about that?
Lindsey: If there are any silver linings
from this crisis then it is how the
kindness of the human spirit has been
released on the UK. We’re spending
more time actively thinking about how
to bring happiness to others. It’s such a
lovely outcome from all of this.
Katy: There’s camaraderie in the
community for sure.

is how much we need these little lifts
throughout our day. I think the real
surprise for me has been the sheer
volume of sharing and the fact that
literally everyone has got involved –
my 80 year old uncle sent me the Les
Mis for Covid Times video before I’d
seen it myself!
Claire: So are you seeing a real
change in how people are engaging
with and sharing content?
Dan: Absolutely. This isn’t a Gen Z
thing now. It involves everyone. It
really feels like the enormity of this

Sharing content isn’t a Gen Z thing. It involves
everyone. It really feels like the enormity of this
experience has given us a shared reality, but where
we also share our need for relief.
My mum’s neighbours have started a
morning WhatsApp quiz to keep their
brains active. Plus my neighbours are
all saying hello to each other. From a
safe distance of course! But
something previously unheard of in
London.
Dan: Well one thing that isn’t surprising

experience has given us a shared
reality, but where we also share our
need for relief.
Lindsey: I’m now doing Joe Wickes
early morning work outs! You wouldn’t
have seen me doing that before.
Gets everyday off to a good start for
me.

Dan: Free online workouts have been
a life saver – as much from a mental
health as a physical health
perspective.
Claire: The change for me has been
TikTok! I’m nearly tempted to do the
stair shuffle…I’m seeing some really
great examples of local communities
and brands creating little lifts for each
other at the moment. What have you
been enjoying?
Dan: Oh yes, TikTok. I’ve wasted too
much time down the TikTok well during
lockdown. The platform has really
proved it’s relevance right now. It’s
such a natural place for people to
express the reality of what they are
going through, especially the desire to
have a smile with it. The whole
platform is based on shared jokes and
building on other people’s ideas from
the TikTok community. A brilliant way
to find moments of connection in
isolation.
Katy: Thursday night clapping is a real
front runner for me. Plus all the chalk
messages on pavements are very
sweet to see.

Dan: Captain Tom, Rainbows and
Clapping for Carers have all been
incredible.
Lindsey: The Clap for Carers ad break
that Channel 4 did was brilliant. I was
so pleased that we were able to get
our clients involved with it.
Dan: Yeah there is some lovely stuff
being shared. It all adds to this sense
of collective experience. I’ve also
loved the content that some
comedians are doing – Russell Kane,
Rob Becket and Matt Lucas have all
made me smile a lot during lockdown.
The Ellis James and Robins show on 5
live have started doing their weekly
Isolation Tapes – brilliant to listen to on
headphones whilst going for a walk.
Lindsey: The live streamed gigs that
musicians and comedians have been
doing are great too. The massive gig
that went out on ITV last weekend was
great
Claire: Do you think there are any
audiences that we could be
particularly supporting with positive
content?

Lindsey: People who live alone are
having a hard time of it at the
moment. Loneliness has massively
increased during lockdown. What
can we be doing to help these
people? We should also be thinking

Lindsey: From a personal perspective,
families with kids. What can you give
me to help entertain a 2 year old?!
Claire: what do you think the
opportunities are for brands to bring

Searches have really sky rocketed around people
trying new skills, be it baking, beauty or fitness. The
real key is to listen to what people are interested in
about vulnerable people and the
families of these people, who are
going to have to self isolate for a lot
longer. For them it’s going to be a real
marathon and not a sprint.
Katy: Yes they are really important
audiences to think about. This is also
such a widespread issue that I think
everyone is in need of little lifts right
now! If the message is about
‘togetherness’ then we can create
content which is universal. Whether
we’re 6, 17 or 99, living alone, living in
house shares, we’re all going to get
anxious. Everyone is going to need
reassurance. We need to keep
bringing laughs and positivity to
people.

positivity during this time?
Lindsey: This is such a great opportunity
for entertainment brands. Particularly
those that aren’t afraid to make the
move into more lo-fi content or who
can sweat their existing assets. Things
like ITV bringing back the Euros ’96 in
May is going to be amazing. At a time
when we can’t get to live sport events
it’s a brilliant way of creating a shared
sporting moment.
Dan: There are some really interesting
trends emerging that brands can get
involved with. Sales in areas such as
outdoor furniture, exercise equipment,
gaming and baking had all spiked
over the last few weeks. People are
also keen for a bit of nostalgia. Lots of

space for inspiring people in these
areas.
Katy: Yeah, searches have really

leadership and category authority,
whether it’s tips on cleaning a mattress
or reassuring customers about Covid19 and their pets.

People really want positivity. Nearly 3 in 4 people
want brands to be helping people at the moment.
sky rocketed around people trying
new skills; be it baking, beauty or
fitness. I think every brand can be
engaging audiences with relevant
content in these unchartered times.
The real key is to listen to what people
are interested in.
Lindsey: People also really want this
positivity. Not just from each other but
from brands. I read Kantar research
the other day that showed nearly 3 in
4 people want brands to be helping
people at the moment.
Katy: There is so much possibility for
brands here. Plus any brands who can
reassure, or help us be more
productive would be great. Even if
that type of productivity is how to
effectively binge watch a new box
set! Not everyone is in the headspace
to learning new skills right now. It’s a
prime time to demonstrate thought

Claire: Given that brands are
increasingly looking to give people
positive moments, how can brands
make sure they are getting their
positivity in front of people when they
are searching for it?
Katy: Well tapping into search insight is
key. If you can understand common
questions that people are searching
for around your brand and category,
not only will you reassure people but
you could also be alleviating call and
support centre pressures. So keep a
close eye on search trends to make
sure you are showcasing content
which may have previously taken a
backseat.

For more information contact our
.experts direct at:
Dan Wood, Joint Head of MBA,
Lindsey Jordan – Joint Head of CID,
Katy Taylor, Head of UK SEO and
Performance Content

LITTLE LIFTS

LITTLE LIFTS
WHAT’S HAPPENING?

IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES

• Your audience has little lift need-states: we have
identified 8 key need- states around how your
audiences are searching for moments of
positivity throughout their day

• Work out your distinctive take on the need states
– ‘Little Lifts’ is a territory that is going to be very
popular with brands over the next few months.
What’s your distinctive angle on this?

• Staying positive is the key priority – 52% of people
say that they are focused on staying positive
right now and looking for help with that

• What are your audience need states – the most
important need states will change across
audience and category. How can you better
understand your audience needs?

• Post lockdown plans – people are becoming
wistful about their post lockdown plans, with
nights out with friends, live events, travel & seeing
loved ones featuring highly in their wishes
• We’re keeping our spirits up with hair dye,
homemade bread and gardening equipment –
both search and sales data shows that we really
are going to brave cutting our own hair in
lockdown…

• Find a positivity partner – entertainment brands
are in a prime position to offer little lifts and
positivity. Which brands can you partner with to
amplify your positivity?
• Get your content found – ensure you are
connecting up your communications system and
make sure your SEO strategy is responsive to
changing needs and queries

There are little lift
need-states that
your audience has
at the moment
This is a time of flux and
disconcerting news. People are
eager for positive moments and
little lifts throughout their day.
We’ve identified 8 key needs
states where brands can support
people.
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We need a source of comfort to make us feel
secure and safe. Rituals have taken on a new
meaning as people turn to baking, home
improvement and nostalgia. How can you help
bring a moment of comfort?

We need moments that make us feel connected
to one other. How you make these small
moments of virtual connection special? And the
time of physical reconnection extraordinary?

Sometimes we just need to forget what is
happening outside. Whether that is through
comedy and levity, revisiting craft sills or getting
parents to do TikTok dances. How can you offer a
moment of distraction or offer an opportunity to
laugh?

There are lots of behaviours that we don’t enjoy
right now. Staying in, not seeing loved ones,
being home educators, doing exercise in the front
room, making food from cupboard
leftovers. What rewards can you offer?

Times of uncertainty make it harder to flourish.
People need to maintain their physical and
mental health during these trying times. How can
you help people to be calm when they need it
and grow where they want to?

We’re doing many thing we never thought we’d
need to do – from cutting our own hair, working
whilst surrounded by housemates and children, to
navigating challenging financial situations. How
can you make this easier?

Moments in our lives don’t stop because of
lockdown. We’re finding ways to honour
birthdays, weddings, everyday wins, and
overcoming challenges. Who and what can you
help celebrate?

For some the lockdown is a time to maintain
fitness, revisit unfinished projects and learn new
skills. How can you help those who are eager to
become more productive, or who need gentle
help to get through their day?
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With perfect timing,
Disney+ launched their
streaming service, taking
us back to nostalgic
favourites and
entertaining our kids

Club Quarentine has
become one of the hottest
Zoom nightclubs for the
LGBTQ+ community,
attended by 400 or so each
night

KFC are harshly judging
people’s homemade KFC
attempts on the hashtag
#ratemyKFC, now turning
into a celebrity competition

Burger King are giving out
free Whopper vouchers to
students who can answer
homework related
questions

Meditation apps such as
Headspace have opened
up their content for free
during these times of higher
anxiety

BBC is bringing us David
Attenborough, Danny
Dyer and Jodie Whittaker
as home schooling
teachers in their Bitesize
series

Every week on Thursday at
8pm the nation connects
to show their gratitude for
carers helping us through
Covid-19

To help people stay fit during
social isolation, Nike have
made access their premium
Nike Training Club app free of
charge

Living through this
Lockdown is tough
on many aspects of
our lives
From simply getting the groceries that
you need from the shops, to looking after
children or feeling positive about the
future, people of all ages are finding
these tasks harder.
In particular, 18-34 years are self
reporting as finding many tasks harder.
Source: Ipsos Mori, March 2020
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Despite the
challenges, over
half of people in UK
are determined to
stay positive
52% of people in the UK say that their
main priority over the next month is
staying positive about the situation –
which is about as important as ensuring
they have the necessary items to survive
at 51% (Source: Global Web Index)
In March, 631,980 people globally
enrolled on the Science of Wellbeing
course developed at Yale by Professor
Laurie Santos.
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People are looking
to protect both their
physical and mental
wellbeing
They are introducing “little lifts” into their
lockdown lifestyles – seeking ways to
make their lockdown experience more
comfortable and comforting
These activities are as much about
finding ways to cope during the
lockdown as they are about passing the
time
Data from the ONS Opinions and Lifestyle
Survey reveals which activities people
are using as a coping mechanism
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What is helping you to cope whilst staying at home?

Brands are seen to
have an important
role in bringing
positivity to the UK
65% of Channel 4’s audience agree that
brands should be offering light relief in
their advertising.
This can be light touches such as Kevin
the Carrot at the end of the Aldi adverts
to reflecting the odd situations that we
all currently find ourselves in Lockdown.
Source: Channel 4, April 2020
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We are eager for
content that
connects us and
brings positive light
to tough moments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNuWNki1Uik

From war veterans raising money for NHS,
Oprah cooking along with Jamie Oliver
and Tom Hardy bringing us children’s
bed time stories, people are keen for
joyful moments.
There has been an increase in demand
for comedy podcasts, up 19% according
to DAX listening figures.

https://www.facebook.com/jamieoliver/videos/991215611275894/
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Across the UK
people are
entertaining and
cocooning
themselves in front
of the TV
43% of people say that keeping
themselves entertained is a personal
priority over the next month (source:
Global Web Index)
Many are seeking escapism in the form
of binge-watching TV and gaming – by
the 5th April, streaming hours on Twitch
had increased 9% compared with the
previous week to an average of 49.9
million hours each day (Source: Foresight
Factory)
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“I have gone back to being
about 16 when I play
football manager in most of
my free time because I
can’t go to the gym, play
football for real, see family
or friends or go out to the
shops. I have started
watching way more tv than
before. It is on constantly in
the background now no
matter what I am doing”
Real World Britain
Respondent

Our social feeds
are filled with
people sharing
their pet snuggles,
craft efforts and
yearning for nature
Kantar analysed 8700 Instagram posts
tracking hashtags such as
#quarantine, #selfisolation and
#selfquarentine. Clustering the
images they unpicked 6 key themes,
No Seriously, Longing for Nature,
Laptop Lives, Sofa and Snuggles,
Creativity and Craft and The New
Essentials.
Source: Kantar, March 2020
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Mealtimes have
taken on a new
meaning as a daily
ritual
People are now indulging in longer and
bigger meals as a bonding experience
and a source of entertainment.
Some are trying to utilise all the food that
they’ve stockpiled over the last few
weeks and are using up leftovers.
As people have lost control of their day
to day lives and freedom, cooking is
being used as a source of control as
participants can determine what they /
their family eat(s).
Home cooking is also important as it
makes parents feel they are doing their
best to care for and nurture their children,
in a time when their normal nurturing and
caring routines are missing.
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I am also cooking from scratch a lot more and trying to
experiment with different recipes and baking with the kids
at all times of day (luckily, we already had bags of flour in
our cupboard before all the stockpiling madness as it's one
thing we never remembered if we had so we must have
about 3 bags of it!)
Real World Britain respondent

As people spend
more time with their
hobbies, brands
could bring some
extra magic to these
moments
Analysis from Criteo has highlighted some
categories that have seen a boom in
sales in the UK. The following shows the %
sales increase for the respective product
categories in the UK in the first week of
April compared to the first four weeks of
January.
 Outdoor furniture (+1908%)
 Exercise bands (+504%)
 Gaming equipment (+486%)

Volume of mentions around each activity
(Twitter data)
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 Webcams (+268%)
 Baking items (+223%)

Pre-Lockdown (W/c 2 March)

13,853

6,406

Yoga &
Meditation

DIY

Post-Lockdown (W/c 30 March)

 Shaving and grooming gear (+138%)
 Pet supplies (+76%)
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7,325

2,561

Source: Brandwatch, UK only, retweets and organisations excluded

1,7793,776

Playing a
Musical
Instrument

People are seeking
solace in traditional
pastimes
Perhaps as an antidote to our increased
screen time during lockdown, 26% of
adults have spent more time on
traditional pastimes such as knitting and
playing boardgames since the start of
lockdown. (Source: Mintel)

Best selling toys in the 1st week of lockdown

Sales of traditional board games, toys
and puzzles have increased by 240%
since lockdown began. The biggest
selling games have been classics such as
Monopoly, Cluedo and Scrabble.
Jigsaw companies are reporting sales
increases of over 150%, with sales of
larger puzzles of 1000+ pieces booming,
and sales of Lego, particularly of
challenging builds, also increasing.
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Source: Google Trends; NPD

We’re finding
comfort in crafts and
baking
Crafts are filling up our days and giving
our time a sense of purpose. 32% of
people are now spending more time on
hobbies and pastimes at home, up from
24% two weeks earlier. (source: GWI)
Home baking was a trend that emerged
in the 2008-2009 financial crisis, providing
a sense of comfort and achievement in
difficult times.
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Source: Google Trends UK, Real World Britain

Nostalgia is common in times of crisis

Euro 96 is back on ITV, people are making nostalgic playlists on Spotify, and System1’s
research has shown that ads set in or referencing the past are connecting well with people
at this time.

In times of crisis it is common for people to seek solace in nostalgia and to hark back to
happier times.

David Disalvo, a behavioural science writer explains:
“Nostalgia is an extremely powerful force linked to memory. But it has a way of putting a
rosier view on our memory. When we smell those chocolate chip cookies, it’s a link to
memory that brings us back to a more stable, comfortable place in our lives. We can
inhabit it in our minds and feel a level of support that most of us aren’t feeling right now
because there is so much instability.”

How can your brand fulfil people’s need for comfort and stability?
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Creators are
adapting to help
people connect
with culture
Concerts, meditations, and West End
Shows are all moving online to help
bring people entertainment and
comfort.
As people’s lives have moved indoors
they are looking for ways to replicate
out of home social experiences at
home. Virtual pub quizzes have sprung
up across the country.
A virtual pub quiz set up by Jay Flynn in
Lancashire reached over 300,000
participants in its first week, and
150,000 last week (9th April).
The quiz has so far raised £93,000 for
the NHS.
Source: Facebook 2020;
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/ukengland-lancashire-52284191
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Exercise is a vital
way to get a little lift
and to create
routine

Doing the joe wicks workout it’s exercise a great way
to start our day
Real World Britain Respondent

As well as benefitting people’s physical
and mental health, it is often a way of
building routine into the day, particularly
for those who are working from home.
Many are using different activities as a
way to differentiate work time from
personal time and to give their days
structure.
How can our brand help with people’s
daily routine?

Regular exercise going for walks at lunch breaks the
day up so it’s not all work work work!
Real World Britain Respondent
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Self-care and
relaxation is
particularly
important in these
stressful times

It’s helpful to burn some
candles.
They help me to relax
Real World Britain Respondent

Our Real World Britain respondents are
using tried and tested methods to
unwind and lift their spirits including
listening to music, colouring, meditation
and gardening.

Practice a bit of mindfulness
Real World Britain Respondent

Searches for colouring have increased
since mid-March as adults seek ways to
unwind and search for activities for their
children.
Some respondents have even started
incorporating bedtime stories for adults
into their routine via apps such as Calm “They are stories told by famous people
who have relaxing and calming voices
and they are relaxing stories that help
you drift off.” Real World Britain
Respondent

I often will put on a face mask and lay down with a book to
read. I love to escape from it all and wait for the mask to
harden up then I can wash it all off
Real World Britain Respondent

How can your brand help people to relax
at this stressful time?
31

Source: Google Trends, Real World Britain

LITTLE LIFTS
IMPLICATIONS & OPPORTUNITIES
• Work out your distinctive take on the need states – ‘Little Lifts’ is a territory that
is going to be very popular with brands over the next few months. What’s
your distinctive angle on this?
• What are your audience need states – the most important need states will
change across audience and category. How can you better understand
your audience needs?
• Find a positivity partner – entertainment brands are in a prime position to
offer little lifts and positivity. Which brands can you partner with to amplify
your positivity?
• Get your content found – ensure you are connecting up your
communications system and make sure your SEO strategy is responsive to
changing needs and queries
32

